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Specification forming part of Letters Patent No. 17,679, dated June 30, 1857.
To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that we, ELLAs HOWE, Jr., of
Cambridge, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Massachusetts, and WILLIAMR.BLIss,
of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State
aforesaid, have invented certain new and use
ful Improvements in Sewing-Machines; and
We do hereby declare that the following is a
full, clear, and exact description of the con
struction and operation thereof, taken in con
nection with the accompanying drawings,
which make a part of this specification.
The subject-matter of our invention consists
of certain improvements upon the sewing-ma
chine patented to Elias Howe, Jr., September
10, 1846, by means of which improvements the
machine is better adapted to the sewing of
leather and other similar hard substances, and
to the Sewing of a certain class of objects to
which the machine of the said Howe, as it was
formerly arranged, is not applicable. The seam
formed by this machine is of the same kindland
is produced by the same general mode of oper

ation as that described in said Howe's specifi
cation of September 10, A. D. 1846.
The first part of our invention relates to an
improvement in the manner in which the nee
dle and shuttle are made to co-operate to in
terlock the threads; and it consists in so modi
fying the mechanism and movements of them,
respectively, as that the needle may be en
tirely withdrawn from the material to be sewed
after it has inserted the loop, before the shut
tle has passed through it. In the operation of
said Howe's machine the shuttle is passed
through the loop of the needle-thread while
the needle is inserted, which sustains the loop
under the operation of the shuttle and enables
it to draw through so much of the needle
thread as is requisite to permit its passage. In
that case the thread is drawn through the ma
terial, while the needle also occupies the hole
that is formed by it. In the sewing of elastic
bodies, like cloth, this is not very objection
able; but in the sewing of leather it becomes
1necessary to use a comparatively large needle
with deep grooves in the sides and a compara
tively small thread, so that it can move past
the needle when it is inserted, and in this case,
when the sewing is completed, the thread will
be found not to fill the holes, which gives work
a loose and infirm appearance; but in ourma
chine a short and small needle is used, which

passes the loop but a short distance through
the material, and the shuttle is formed with a
slim pointed nose of a peculiar shape, which,
in connection with a certain device to be here
inafter described, seizes the loop and holds it
until the needle is withdrawn to the surface.
The shuttle is then thrust through the loop,
and as the thread alone occupies the hole made
by the needle it can be drawn freely through
the same, and at the same time be large enough
to fill it. The stitch is then drawn up in the
usual manner.

The second part of our invention consists in

a peculiar manner in which we have combined
and arranged the baster and the mechanism
which operates the shuttle and its thread, so
that they may be contained and worked with
in the compass of a small standard of a cylin

drical or other convenient form, by means of
which the machine is adapted to sew through
the sides of objects of a tubular form-such as
the legs of boots, hose, and other things of a
similar nature-provided that the aperture is
of sufficient size to receive the standard.
In the drawings, Figure 1 represents a side
elevation of the improved machine with the
casing that surrounds the shuttle-standard re
moved to show its internal structure. Fig. 2
is an end elevation of the machine, showing
the arrangement of the cams and driving-shaft.
Fig. 3 is an elevation of the opposite end of the
machine. Fig. 4 is a plan of the outer end of
the shuttle-standard, showing the construction
of the shuttle, shuttle-race, and subordinate
mechanism. Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section
through the middle of Fig. 4. Fig. 6 is a
transverse section on the line ac of Fig. 5.
Fig. 7 is a sectional elevation of the shuttle
standard and a part of the machine, showing
a modification of the mechanism by which the
loop of the needle-thread is caught and held
while the shuttle passes through it. Fig. 8 is
a side elevation of the end of the shuttle-stand
ard modified as in Fig. 7, with the casing re
moved. Fig. 9 is a plan of the same, and Fig.
10
shows the shuttle
in three views drawn to
full size.
8
The letters refer to the same parts in all the
figures.
A is the foundation-plate of the machine,
from which are projected horizontally two cy
lindrical standards, B and C. The standard
B carries a rocking shaft, D, extending longi
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tudinally through the center, upon one end of actuates the needle through the needle-arm D',

which is an arm, D', by which it receives a
Vibrating motion from the cam R, and upon
the other end is an arm, D', which carries the
needle E. The needle is made with an eye
near its point, and of a curvature correspond
ing to the arm ID' as a radius, and passes a
loop of thread through the material to be
sewed in the usuallmanner. The needle-thread
is wound upon the bobbin F, and is prevented
from unwinding by friction applied by any
convenient device.
G is a small lever, upon the lower end of
which are fixed a pair of light blades or for
- ceps, g, slightly pressed together, which are
thrown forward by the upward motion of the
needle-arm, by means of the pin f, and seize
the thread, when it is drawn tight between the

and the other the shuttle through the rocker
S and shuttle-driver S. Within the standard C.

These grooves have such a form and relation

to each other as to give the needle and shut
tle, respectively, the movements to be herein
after described.
T is the shuttle, the body of which is of cy
lindrical form, and contains the bobbint, upon
which the thread is wound. The point is
made of a peculiar form, as is shown at c in
the drawings, and is thus made to enable it to
entertheloop of the needle-thraead, and in con
nection with the finger v to hold the bight of
it until the needleis withdrawn to the surface
of the material. The shuttle has upon its un
der side a shallow groove, e, extending from
the point through its entire length, in which
needle and material, and when the needle-arm the point of the finger works as the shuttle
descends to insert the needle again the lever moves back and forth, and by which the action
G is swung back by the spring h, coiled around of the finger W is insured in catching the loop
its fulcrum, and removes the thread out of the of the needle-thread and preventing it from
being carried forward by the motion of the
way of the needle as it is inserted.
Cis another cylindrical standard projecting shuttle. This finger Wis inserted into an axis,
from the foundation-plate A, which contains W, which permits it to vibrate, and about
the mechanism by which the shuttle-thread is which a helical spring, w, is coiled, which
operated. It is made with a skeleton framing holds the finger up against the shuttle as it
within, of such form as to receive conven moves back and forth. When the shuttle is
iently the internal mechanism, and is inclosed thrown entirely back, or at the opposite end
by a cylindrical metallic casing, as is shown of the race from what is shown in Figs. 4 and
5, the finger and shuttle are not in contact,
in the drawings.
His an annular baster-plate, which is made but a small space is left between them, into
the needle passes when it inserts the
with teeth upon one edge, which engage with which
the pinion L, and with asperities upon its ex loop.
Upon the upper side of the shuttle is placed
ternal Surface to seize the material to be sewed
the tongued, in the free end of which is a hole,
and carry it forward.
I is a wheel, which rests upon the material through which the thread passes as it leaves
in sewing and presses it against the baster. the shuttle. The tongue acts as a light spring,
It is attached to the arm J, which is hung up and produces sufficient friction upon the thread
on the standard B, and is pressed downward to prevent it from being delivered from the
by the flat spring K. It performs the function shuttle so freely as to entangle it when in rapid
of the guard-plate marked X in the specifica operation. When the shuttle goes forward to
end of its stroke, the clipping-piece U is
tion of said Howe beforementioned, and holds the
the material firm against the draft of the nee pressed down upon the tongued by its cam U",
dle-thread when the stitch is drawn up. The and the thread is held firm, and the distance
wheel I may also be used as a baster in certain that it shall be drawn in by the needle-thread
cases to sew lengthwise or diagonally with the is thus definitely determined.
standard C, and Iintend so to use it; and in this Fig. 7 shows a manner of arranging the fin
case it must be attached to the arm which sup ger W so that it seizes the loop of itself and is
ports it by a swivel, so that it can stand at any made to work by cams, instead of deriving its
angle with the axis of the cylinder, and have motion from the shuttle, as in the manner be
its surface roughened to seize the material, fore described. . In this case the finger V is
and the cylinder beneath it must be made made in the form of a long lever, hung near
smooth, and must also be connected by proper the middle; upon a vibrating arm, h. It has
mechanism with the other movements of the a vibratory motion in a lateral direction that
machine, so as to have a proper intermittent it receives from a cam, Y, upon the main shaft,
and a longitudinal movement that it receives .
motion.
L is a pinion upon the shaft M, which car from the cam Z, acting upon the arm 2, at
ries the baster-plate and receives an intermit tached to the lever. By the joint action of the
tent motion from the ratchet N upon the other cams Y and Z the point ) of the finger has a
end of the shaft by means of the pawl andle movement indicated by the dotted line-that
ver O, worked by the cam Pupon the driving is to say, immediately after the needle is in
serted and is retracted sufficiently to open the
shaft in a sufficiently obvious manner.
Q is a friction-spring to hold the ratchet N loop the point v of the finger is thrust for
Ward into the loop. The needle is then with
firm in feeding.
R is the main cam of the machine. It has drawn to the surface and the finger then de
two grooves in its periphery, one of which pressed, so as to draw the loop through the
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moterial a sufficient distance to permit the the mechanism for working the shuttle-thread
passage of the shuttle. The shuttle is then and for feeding the material along, and is suf
passed and the finger drawn horizontally backficiently elongated to reach into a tubular ob
to release the loop and permit it to be drawn ject the requisite distance, will answer the pur
up by the retraction of the needle-arm in the pose; but the cylindrical form here represented
usual manner. The shuttle-thread is held by is the one we have tried with success, and is
the clipping-piece U, which in this case is believed to be the most convenient.
made of a lunette form and hung upon the Having thus set forth our invention, what
spring u, which raises it, and its lower end we claim as new, and for which we ask Let
passes below the finger V and is drawn down, ters Patent, is. '
when the finger V is depressed and retracted 1. In connection with the mode of forming
to release the loop, as before described.
a seam by means of two threads, as described,
In arranging the needle and shuttle to work the seizing and holding of the loop of the nee
in the manner first described the motions re-dle-thread after it is inserted by means of the
quired to be given by the cam R are substan- point c of the shuttle and finger V, or their
tially as follows: The needle is first inserted equivalent, and the withdrawing of the needle
and retracted sufficiently to open the loop. from the material to be sewed before the shut
The shuttle is then advanced sufficiently to tle-thread is passed through the loop, sub
insert the point thereof into the loop and for stantially in the manner and for the purpose
she finger V to enter the groove e in the shut- described.
tle. The needle is then withdrawn to the sur
2. The combining and arranging of the mech
face and the shuttle is thrust forward through anism which works the shuttle-thread and the
the loop, enlarging it sufficiently to permit its baster, or its equivalent, with the standard C,
passageby chewing through the needle-thread. and in connection therewith so arranging the
The shuttle-thread is then held and the stitch mechanism which works the needle-thread as
is drawn up by the retraction of the needle- that they shall co-operate and form the Seam
arm in the usual manner.
when the standard is inserted in objects of a
l is an adjustable stop, by means of which tubular form, as is hereinbefore described.

the extent of vibration of the lever O is deter-

mined and the length of the stitch regulated.
Many of the minor details of the machine
are not particularly described, as they are not
essential to our improvements.
The standard C need not necessarily be of a
cylindrical form, as any form that will contain

Boston, August 23, 1853.

ELLAS HOWE, JR.

WM. R. BLISS.

Witnesses:

WM. C. HIBBARD,
H. A. PEELER.

